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Short note – Nota breve

French humus forms classification: what’s new in the Référentiel pédologique 2008?
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RIASSuNTO - La classificazione francese delle forme di humus: cosa c’è di nuovo nel Référentiel pédologique 2008? - La classificazione 
delle forme di humus pubblicata in Francia nel 1992 nell’ambito del Référentiel pédologique ha destato molto interesse negli studiosi 
europei degli humus. Essa ha portato alla creazione di un gruppo di lavoro europeo finalizzato alla messa a punto di una classificazione 
europea degli humus. I primi risultati del lavoro di questo gruppo sono stati utilizzati per migliorare la classificazione francese nella terza 
edizione del Référentiel pédologique, pubblicata nel 2009. Le forme di humus amphi- e mor sono state modificate, e sono state introdotte 
le forme litho- e peyro-.
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In the Nineties, the French Society of Soil Sciences 
(AFES: Association Française pour l’Etude du Sol) pub-
lished in its Réferentiel Pédologique (Baize & Girard 1992, 
1995, 1998) a classification of forest humus forms (Brêthes 
et al. 1992, 1998). This proposition was partly inherited 
from works of the French forest soil scientists of the prec-
edent decades and their relationships with Belgian and 
German ones, but was also particularly due to a new school 
which worked in the spirit of the new soil classification: 
the aim was to propose an open and evolutionary system, 
whose main principle was to put together morphological 
features and biological functioning. This classification, 
presented at an international level (Brêthes et al. 1995), ap-
peared as a complement of Canadian classification (Green 
et al. 1993) which was ineffective in temperate climates. 
For this reason, European countries paid a great attention 
to it, especially in Italy, where the Réferentiel Pédologique 
was introduced (Baize & Girard 2000). As early as 1996, 
the Centro di Ecologia Alpina published a study on forest 
humus in Trentino (Calabrese et al. 1996), testing French 
classification and comparing it with other ones. The pub-
lication of this work was the beginning of uninterrupted 
collaborations between Italian and French research teams 
working on humus forms, leading to the creation of the 
European Humus Research Group (http://humusresearch-
group.grenoble.cemagref.fr/principal.html), whose aims 
were 1) to improve the knowledge on biological function-
ing of humus forms and 2) to propose a classification of 
humus forms valid at European level.

The first French classification was built for forests at 
low altitudes and outside Mediterranean conditions, because 

of a less important extension and knowledge of these eco-
systems in France. Due to the international collaborations 
with countries where these ecological conditions are well 
represented, it became possible to improve our concepts, 
descriptions and then classification of humus forms. We 
wanted to maintain a national classification, quite suitable 
for French ecological conditions, for the habits of French 
foresters and easy to use by them, but thoroughly compat-
ible with the European classification which is being built 
up. This new version was published at the beginning of the 
year (AFES 2009; Jabiol et al. 2009) (Fig. 1, Tab. 1).

1. FIRST CHANGE: AMPHI-FORMS

In the 1992 version, French classification was based 
on the origin and feature of A horizons, to permit to distin-
guish amphimull, humus forms with a succession OH/A 
horizons, from moder: we considered that the “biomac-
rostructured” A horizon of amphimull, due to earthworm’s 
activity, was a character of mull types. For 15 years, a 
great advance has been made in Italy in the knowledge 
of these humus forms. It has permitted to understand that 
their ecological and biological origins were sufficiently 
different from mull forms to consider “amphi-forms” as 
a great category of humus forms, beside mull, moder and 
mor (Tab. 1). European classification suggests to name 
them “amphi”, new French classification prefers “am-
phimus”: for the user of the last classification, the change 
remains very slight, interpretation and diagnostic are the 
same: nothing has changed but conceptual presentation. 
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Fig. 1 - Key for the identification of the principle well drained humus forms (from Jabiol et al. 2007, 2009).
Fig. 1 - Chiavi per il riconoscimento delle principali forme di humus ben drenate (da Jabiol et al. 2007, 2009).

Tab. 1 - The principal well drained humus forms under forest (from Jabiol et al. 2007, 2009). Horizons in brackets are not always present 
or discontinuous.
Tab. 1 - Le principali forme di humus ben drenate sotto foresta (da Jabiol et al. 2007, 2009). Gli orizzonti tra parentesi sono non sempre 
presenti o discontinui.

HORIZONS  O HORIZONS A ET TRANSITIONS  O-A

abundant clay-humus complexes clay-humus complexes rare or absent

discontinuity between  O // A O-A  progressive transition discontinuity O // horiz. min.

biomacro-structured or biomeso-structured A horizon
granular structure more or less developed

no granular structure
often  massive or single grain

no organic matter or diffused 
OM

MULL AMPHIMUS MODER MOR

OL
or

OL and (OFzo)

(OLn) * EUMULL

OLn (OLv) * MESOMULL

OLn OLv (OFzo) OLIGOMULL

OL and OFzo ** DYSMULL HÉMIMODER

OL and OFzo and OHzo or (OHzo) (EU)AMPHIMUS

(EU)MODER
(OH < 1 cm)

DYSMODER
(OH ≥ 1 cm)

OL and OFnoz, no  OH HÉMIMOR

OL and OFnoz, and OHnoz or OHzo

HUMIMOR
(OFzo or OHzo still présent)

MOR
(OFzo and OHzo absent)

N.B.: horizons in brackets: not always present or discontinuous
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unlike the larger European classification, we consider 
that only one category of amphimus is useful in describ-
ing humus forms in our mountains with Mediterranean 
influences.

2. SECOND CHANGE: MOR-FORMS

As amphimus, mor forms, due to a lack of animal 
activity, are rare in France and our first classification did 
not detail them. Even if we do not need great details in 
our context, we choose to open our classification towards 
the European one, inspired for mor forms by Canadian 
classification. For this purpose, it was necessary to define 
new horizons, especially OFzo (zoogenic) and OFnoz (not 
zoogenic) horizons, the last one being the diagnostic hori-
zon for mor forms. But we put much emphasis on interme-
diate forms between moder and mor, the most common in 
France, the forms in which zoogenic OF or OH horizons 
are still present; these forms are named humimor.

3. THIRD CHANGE: LITHO- AND PEYRO- FORMS

This is more a novelty than a change. Its purpose is to 
diagnose easily humus forms in conditions in which A hori-
zon cannot be used in the diagnostic (Fig. 2). It concerns:
- forms in which O horizons are lying directly on a 

bedrock. Some decades ago they were named “raw 
humus”, but they weren’t thoroughly described. We 
propose to distinguish lithomoder, characterised by 

Fig. 2 - Scheme of litho- and peyro- humus forms (from (Jabiol et al. 2007).
Fig. 2 - Rappresentazione schematica delle forme di litho- e peyro- humus (da Jabiol et al. 2007).

the succession OL/OF/(OHzo)/R horizons, and lith-
omor with an OFnoz horizon. We have considered 
that there was no consistency in distinguishing a 
“lithomull” without presence of fine mineral material 
and then without anecic earthworms.

- forms on screes, where fine earth is rare or missing; 
the difference with “lithoforms” is that organic mat-
ter, resulting of consumption of organic rests by ani-
mals, can be mixed in great quantities between coarse 
fragments, sometimes but not always with mineral 
material, when conditions are favourable to animals. 
These horizons cannot be named O horizons because 
of presence of coarse fragments, nor A horizons be-
cause of great amount of organic mater in fine earth. 
For the Réferentiel pédologique they are X horizons 
(Xh or Xho) (“peyric horizons”). The first X horizon 
and its characters takes the place of A horizon in the 
definition of humus profiles, and then we can define 
peyromull, due to a good activity of earthworms and 
with “biomacrostructured fine earth” (succession 
OL/Xh horizon), peyromoder in wich a part of OH 
horizon is incorporated into X horizon (succession 
OL/OF/OH/Xh) or peyromor without animal activ-
ity nor incorporation of organic matter (OL/OFnoz/
(OH)/X.
With this new version of our classification we hope 

to be the most compatible as possible with the European 
one, which is much inspired from French concepts, with-
out changing the habits of French foresters who had been 
successfully working with the previous versions for 15 
years.
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